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MB2-716 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNYnFEdEtFMUNFRVE?usp=sharing QUESTION 61Which three statements
regarding form design or behavior for the mobile phone or tablet application are true? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. A. The form selector is available.B. The first five tabs will display.C. Activities can be modified.D. Tabs do not
have the expand and collapse capability.E. If business rules are changed while the mobile app is open, the app must be closed and
reopened for those changes to apply. Answer: CDE QUESTION 62You need to use Theme settings to customize the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 user interface for a customer. Which three actions can you perform? Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. A. Export a theme as part of a solution.B. Adjust accent colors including hover and selection colors.C. Change the
logo and navigation colors.D. Change icon colors.E. Provide entity-specific coloring. Answer: C QUESTION 63You need to
grant users the ability to read all accounts in Microsoft Dynamics 365. Which access level should you apply to the Read permission
for the Account entity? A. OrganizationB. SystemC. AllD. Global Answer: A QUESTION 64You need to ensure that users
can save private documents in Microsoft OneDrive for Business folders from within Microsoft Dynamics 365.Which three actions
should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. A. Install and activate the Microsoft SharePoint List
Component.B. Set the Manage User Synchronization Filters option to Origination for the Security Role.C. Ensure that users have
Microsoft OneDrive for Business and SharePoint licenses.D. Configure server-based integration for Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
Microsoft SharePoint Online. Answer: A QUESTION 65You administer a Microsoft Dynamics 365 environment for a company.
You need to prevent one specific employee from synchronizing data by using Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Outlook without
preventing the employee from using Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Outlook.What should you do? A. Set the Use Dynamics 365 App
for Outlook to None Selected for the individual's security role.B. Set the Dynamics 365 Address Book settings to None Selected
for the individual's security role-C. Set the Web Mail Merge settings to None Selected for the individual's security role.D. Set the
Sync to Outlook settings to None Selected for the individual's security role. Answer: D QUESTION 66A sales team member creates
a chart.You need to make the chart available to all members of the sales team.What should you do? A. Download and use the
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 Report Authoring Extension.B. Ask the team member to export the data used by the chart.C.
Export the chart XML and import it into system charts.D. Ask the team member to share the chart with other sales team members.
Answer: C QUESTION 67You install a unmanaged solution named SolutionA that has a dependency on another unmanaged
solution named SolutionB. What is the outcome when you attempt to uninstall SolutionB? A. SolutionB and all components that
are not dependencies of SolutionA are removed.B. The system prevents you from deleting SolutionB.C. SolutionB and all
related components are removed.D. The container for SolutionB is removed, but all its components remain. Answer: B
QUESTION 68To which three data types can you add a custom control? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.
compositeB. date and timeC. multiple lines of textD. single line textE. lookup Answer: CD QUESTION 69Which form type
is used by the Microsoft Dynamics 365 for tablets app? A. MobileB. MainC. Mobile - ExpressD. Turbo Answer: A
QUESTION 70You implement Microsoft Dynamics 365 for customers.A customer reports that their sales support staff is taking too
much time updating the probability on opportunities.You must display an Editable Grid control when users view the Opportunity
entity from the web. You must display a read-only grid when users view opportunities on a tablet device.What should you do? A.
On the Opportunity entity, clear the Enable for mobile setting.B. On the Outlook and Mobile Settings page for the Opportunity
entity, configure the Organization data download filter.C. On the Opportunity entity, select the Tablet option for the Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Read-only Grid setting.D. On the Opportunity entity, select the Read-only in mobile setting Answer: A
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